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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As Counties contends with the continued effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, we propose a fast-track               
software solution to enhance the County’s ability to track, manage, and report on various Health and                

Human Services projects and costs. Corecentra’s GPRIM software tackles several challenges created by             
the pandemic with next-generation digital infrastructure, dashboards, and analytical tools. 

This project qualifies for CARES Act funding, allowing the County to move swiftly to deployment.  

There are several COVID-related applications for the software, which will manage as a ‘single system of                

records’ all COVID-related grants, HHS projects, and payments from start to conclusion. These include: 

1. Granular management and analysis of grants and other monies allocated to HHS-specific COVID             

response efforts (e.g. how much was spent on PPE for test sites, funds for contact tracing, etc.); 

2. Robust tracking of COVID-related projects, services, and activities and the associated costs, with             

information automatically ‘rolling up’ from the project-level to hierarchical reporting levels; 

3. Tracking of CARES Act-related project worksheets, invoices, payment schedules & status, and            

other compliance docs, to accelerate filing, reimbursements, and appeals (if necessary); 

4. Rich dashboards with real-time social, health, economic, and financial performance and risk            

updates for CARES Act reporting purposes, County finance review, and other regulatory and             

compliance requirements; 

5. Provide full audit and compliance capability for COVID-related documents, costs, utilization, and            

impact/performance yields; 

6. Track real-time profit and loss for grant-supported County projects; 

7. Operations management for COVID response projects, with built-in features to assign and            

monitor tasks, action items, and risks; 

8. Real-time / near-real-time integration and display of performance data from fixed and mobile             

test sites, contact tracing, and other COVID-related health initiatives. 

Our goal is to accelerate the flow of high-quality COVID-related analysis and reporting to / from HHS and                  

various sources and stakeholders (e.g. County Executive’s office, Finance Dept., community partners). 

We have also included suggestions for future work beyond Phase I to address critical needs related to                 

comprehensive data aggregation, seamless integration of ‘niche’ IT systems, and resource & financial             

tracking across the county. At full deployment, Corecentra would allow county leaders to i) receive               

real-time updates to make proactive decisions and ii) leverage insights to improve services. 

In light of the extraordinary demands placed on the County during this crisis, we are proud to offer this                   

Phase I solution at a heavily discounted rate: $49,500, a 90% savings based on our standard fees.  

We are standing by to answer any questions or provide additional information. Please do not hesitate to                 

contact our CEO, Anish Nagar, at anish.nagar@corecentra.com or (281) 685-3265 with any thoughts or              

questions. Thank you for your time and attention. 
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